Hunt ID:
TX-WDeerOryxAuodadSikaElkRamsAxisFallow-All-TIONJUNC-NBOR-RAVIST
This outfitter has the land and game and is very easy on your pocketbook, plus multi hunter discounted rates,
its hard to believe it can get this good. Put yourself Smack Dab in the middle of the ranch in Kimble County
near Junction Texas with 6,500 total private acres to hunt...one ranch is 3000/high fenced another is 3000
with 500 left over in another fenced facility. The ranch is easy walking and most hunting is done from blinds.
Minimal exertion is required to hunt the ranch and we do accommodate handicapped hunter on our hunts.
We keep our groups small at a maximum of 3 to provide the ultimate in hunting and lodging experience. We
have lodging available but meals are not provided but available in town 15 miles away. You may be hunting
on or with 4x4 trucks, ATV’s or even horseback depending on the hunt being provided.

Our guides are very experienced and have been hunting for 16 or more years and guiding for 5 years.
Skinning and caping of your animal is an extra $25 cost and meat processing is available locally.

A whitetail requires a non-resident deer license at $315 but has tags for up to 3 bucks and 2
does across the state. The exotics only require a $50 license with unlimited number of
exotics. Al license can be purchased at Wal-Mart or most sporting goods shops.
Pursue Whitetail Bucks during the Texas deer season in the 3000 high fence facility for a weekend out
of ground blinds, on a hunt with lodging on 120-130 class bucks for only $1795.

In pricing anytime hunting from a blind or FG Stalk the great Scimitar Horned Oryx F.G. Stalk/blind is
for only $2,695 plus lodging at only $75 per night.
Also Trophy Texas Dall or Black Hawaiian Rams F.G. blind only $1,395 plus lodging at only $75

per night.

Trophy Aoudad F.G. only $2,495 plus lodging at only $75 per night.
If you need a big Axis buck a F.G. Trophy Axis is only $1,995 plus lodging at only $75 per
night.
Smaller animals are also available at a reduced price as some $200-400 rams and also some
does. We are open to Rifle, Muzzleloader Pistol and archery hunters.
If you are looking for something in the big body category there are Sika Lode, at only $1,650 or an

Elk at $2,250 plus lodging at only $75 per night.
SUCCESS RATIO BY:

ANIMAL SPECIE

___Oryx_____________
__Whitetail_________
____Axis___________

OPPORTUNITY% KILL RATIO %

____100_____%

___100_____%

______100____%

____100____%

______100___%

____75______%

Hunters can fly Southwest airlines into San Antonio and drive to Junction or be picked up at the
airport and returned there after the hunt at a modest fee and returned to the
DISCUSS CAMP /FACILITIES: Lodging is above average at both ranches that are about a 30 minute drive
apart and include hot showers, beds, no sleeping bags required, it is deluxe accommodations.
The outfitter will contact you after a deposit has been paid. He will provide the exact address
/location of the ranch and work out the time and date with you.
Prices include: lodging and the guide fee. Here are the prices that we came up with that you can sell
them for.
-Blackbuck--$1995
-Aoudad-$2695
-Axis-$2195
-Fallow-$3095
-DYBOWSKI Sika-$1995
-NUBIAN Ibex-$2495

-Elk-$2795
-Red Stag-$2495
-Scimitar Horned Oryx-$3095
-Addax-$4395
-Mouflon Ram-$1495
-Black Hawaiian-$1395
-Texas Dall-$395
-Jacobs Ram (4-horn)-$1395
Other animals upon request, (bison, longhorns, blue bull, etc)
Our prices on our site are going to change a little anyways so I would probably not tell the customer
about our site just so they don't see two different prices. We had to work with the price a bit because
we had to cover our expenses gas, food, etc. I'll have lodging pictures after this weekend. Our Dybowski
Sika are really good this year too, running anywhere between 20-25inch. Our Rams are at 30in. Our
Scimitar Oryx are averaging between 38-42in. Aoudads are at 30 as well.

Mike Lollar - Owner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it,
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling
his bucket list!

